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QE._mVESIMKNT

TN THE_LIfiUT OF THE

I. TNTHOmiCTIQN:

Tha obiectives and strategy behind Botswana's development

since independence have been greatly influenced by the state

and conditions existing in the economy at the time 01

independence. At independence in 1946. Botswana, with a

population of a little ovsr naif a million, was considers

one of the poorest countries in the world, with an almisr

complete dependence on the cattle Industry end with zr,s

majority of the population involved in tradition!

subsistence agriculture. The country had virtually no

alternative sources of income. employment and foreign

e«chanae and the prospect was one of continued poverty srd

total dependence on British government grant-m-aia to

balance its recurrent expenditure, not to talk of development

expenditure. Social and economic infrastructure was barely

developed and about 30% of the labour force provided a

reservoir of cheap labour for the south African mines.

However, during the quarter century: to 1991 the economy

showPd a remarkable growth and buoyancy never experiences

anvwhere in Africa. Real Per capita income increased iron,

PR78 m 1966 to PA115 in 1988/89 implying an annual growth

r^te «f « 3X and the economy experienced a structural change

from dependence on agriculture (39% in 1966) to one on mining

<51* in 1989/90). in ths social sectors (Education, Health,

Roads and water supply there have bsen commenaabis

improvements, with school enrolmant currently standing at vu«

of children of primary school age and 30% of children or

secondary school age; 80S of rural villages have access to

potable water and 35% of the rural population is within 15km

of a health facility (NDP 7). Employment in the formal



sector increased from 41,300 in 1972 to 224,000 in 1992 or at

an annual rate of growth of 8.3%. The improvements in the

sorio-eronomic circumstances of Botswana have been made

pn-iblB by a number of factors, significant among which are

a series of national development plans (of which the currant

«ne is the seventh instalment) to guide government policy,

di--ov=ry and exploitation of mineral resources, especially

diamonds, and economic management which has received

commendable mention in various quarters.

A, B^wana enters the decade of the nineties with the

inauguration of NDP7, recent developments and future outlook

in the external sector with their implications for government

fiscal position indicate that if the planning objectives or

rapid economic growth., economic independence, social justice

and sustained development are to be achieved, there is need

for a change in the strategies and policies which have

promoted these objectives in the past. For example to secure

a continuation of rapid economic growth and economy

indeppndence there is need to concentrate growth on sectors

other than mining and cattle which have thus far been the

source of growth in the economy. Experience elsewhere in

th= LDC's has demonstrated that sustainable growth and

aPvelopmSnt can be achieved in the long run when the economy

i-. dependent on several mutually supportive sectors rather

tMn «n «np or two sectors as is the case in Botswana.

Furthermore the objective of social justice has been achieved

in thP past mainly through the distribution of social and

economic services, namely, health care. Potable water

primary education, improved communication and transport

.ervi^es. Despite impressive gains in formal sector

employment, incomes continue to be low and unemployment is

widespread. Thus to promote the objective of social justice

in future, emphasis will have to be placed or creating income



earning opportunities both in the rural and urban areas. in

short, the promotion of ail the four objectives of planning

devolves on the diversification of the economy and promotion

of new sources of growth. it is within this context that a

clearly defined investment policy and promotion becomes very

compel 1 ing.

H. nnN^TPERATTON5 AND

Ffl?rn?PTTON OF RISK:

The decision of investors to commit their resources to

investment in a given country is influenced by their

perception of the risk in that country as well as certain

strategic considerations. investors' assessment of the

political risk in the country of location is perhaps the most

important factor influencing their decisions. No investor

would want to invest his money in a politically unstable

country for fear of intermittent interruptions in production

activities as a result of strikes or of losing the investment

altogether as a result of civil strife. Thus a stable

political atmosphere is important in attracting foreign

investment. Furthermore investors are attracted to a given

country in the expectation of earning a reasonable return on

their investment so that any factor which affects their

expected rate of return is likely to influence his decision.

Thus such strategic considerations as access to markets

(domestic, regional or others in which the host country has

preferential access), competitively priced natural resources

and existence of low cost production base for Qxports etc are

important influences on the decision to invest. In addition

to these considerations, investors are interested in

operating in an enabling macro-economic environment where

there are no or fewer exchange controls, no constraining

regulatory framework, no crowding out of the private sector



either in terms manpower supplies or investment funds and

where there is a general Macro-economic stability.

Furthermore, investors also consider what incentives are

available in a given country since these are also likely to

impinge on their profits. This is particularly important in

an atmosphere where the competition to attract investment is

high and all sorts of investment incentives are being offered

by other countries. Thus the rationalization of investment

policies requires a correct judgement on the part of the host

country of these factors which influence investor decisions

and ability to create the necessary environment, design the

appropriate investment and other policies to accommodate

these factors. it is against this background that the

experience of Botswana will be judged in the rest of the

paper.

Ill, nTr BOTSWANA:

Botswana's investment promotion policies may be grouped under

four broad categories, namely. Enabling Environment,

Macro-economic Stability and Sound Macro-economic Management,

Regulatory Regime and incentive Schemes. Each of these will

be discussed in turn.

1. gnah 1 i nq Pn^ * ™nment:

Political Stability: Unlike a host of other African

countries, Botswana has enjoyed a very stable political

atmosphere since independence and this, to some extent, has

served her well, in terms of relocation of industries, in the

midst of political turmoil in RSA and uncertainties, both

economic and political, in Zimbabwe. This is perhaps due to

the government's ability to translate the benefits of rapid

economic growth of the past quarter of a century into

widespread distribution of social services and economic



opportunities in the form of increased formal sector

employment. as we have already observed above, despite this,

incomes continue to be low and unemployment widespread, with

widespread pnmarv education and increasing urbanisation,

thi- lability has begun to show signs of weakness and it is

a moot point as to whether this stability will be sustainable

in t-h= vPars ahead. It will depend on the delicate balance

batween promoting the employment objective and keeping income

disparities within tolerable limits,

Hole of the private Sector: Although Botswana's economy^has

bsPn characterized by planning in the form or Public Sac .ui

investment Programing, the important role of the private

sector in the development process ha. never been in doubt.

I- t-e fir=t ^k National Development Plans, the government

had ocruP1ed central stage in channelling resources generated

by the Mining sector into the development mainly of the rural

sertr.i and -onal and economic infrastructure. This, «

indicated above, has been necessitated by the poor state of

the Botswana economy at the time of independence.

At the time of formulating NDP7. it had become clear, as we

havP alradv pointed out above, that the objectives ol

Planning could only be achieved through the policy of

diversification. in recognition of this the new policy

-r.u--i,-j ■.-, t-vic ndp7 put emphasis on private
initiatives tm^jiiu n. bi

sector activities to:

"achieve economic growth through diversification;

- create income earning opportunities;

- create employment for a larger part of the labour

force; and

_ provide principal source of government revenue"

(NDP7).



The plan also cearly defined the role of the public sector as

supporting the private sector to play the above roles,

pursuing a prudent fiscal policy by ensuring that recurrent

expenditure arising from government development expenditure

does not become unsustainable; government was further to

assume major responsibility for training the required

technical and professional manpower to support the

development effort. With such clearly defined roles of the

private and public sectors, and with such a complementary

re 1 at 1 onship between the two, it is easy to avoi d the

predominant one, in this ca3Q the public sector, overcrowding

the other in any particular respect. Again on the initiative

of the Botswana confederation of Commerce, industry and

Manpower (BOOOIM), a body which represents the interest of

the private sector, a mechanism for dialogue has been

established between the two sectors since 19*0. since then

three conferences organized by boccim have discussed problems

faced by the private sector and recommendations emanating

from these discussions have received serious government

attention.

Fiscal Prudence: Another aspect of the enabling environment

relates to the promotion of fiscal prudence on the part of

the government. Between 1983 and 1991 the government has

cons is tent 1y incurred budgetary surplus whi ch has even

enabled, it, through the Public Debt Service Fund (FDSF), to

provide the financial resoruces required by the parastatals.

Thus the pursuance of prudent fiscal policy has helped avoid

a situation where the private sector is overcrowed with

regard to borrowing from the domestic banking sector. Also

through careful planning and allocation of manpower

resources, the government has avoided unduly overstarving the

private sector of badly needed supplies of technical and

professional manpower.



Market Access: owing to the small size of the domestic

market. industries that will have to be established in

re^nse to the diversification policy have to be export

nrionted. Luckily Botswana's access tc foreign markets is

unhindered mainly because of the numerous international

aaresments to which Botswana is a party. its membership of

thp southern African customs Union (SAOUi allows it free

arro« t0 tne m3rkets in RSA, Lesotho, Swaziland and Namibia;

aa-sp thmuah the Lome Convention to which Botswana is a

,inna*nrv products of Botswana, like those of the 65 other

'LD.-.« ,,Pn arp signatories to the Convention, are admitted

frpo of tariffs into the 12 member states of the EC: the only

_,.cpM,.ri5 arP a feu commodities falling under the EC's

common Agricultural Policy. Botswana also has trade

agreements with Malawi and Zimbabwe which allow free access

of some commodities into these countries.

Dunna the past decade "nor, traditional" exports (i.e.

BX.-ludinQ diamonds, beef and copper nickel) increased by over

in«, in real terms but much of this increase, especially in

thp ^«tile and clothing sectors, was stimulated by exports

t" -mnabwp owning to the overvaluation of the Zimbabwe

d«ll*r when the Zimbabwe currency was devalued in 1991 as

h nf thp the structural adjustment package, the clothing

indu=trv ir, Botswana virtually collapsed with consequent

ro.rDn,hmant in the sector. Despite Botswana's access to

t-oign markets, there are fears about the ability ot the

p,P.,rt-oriented industries to withstand competition trom

those in the neighbouring and other countries vying tor

internationally mobile capital.



Ecf>nomir stflhiHbv and sound

EconQfPir Management:

in addition to creating an enabling environment, the

government has sought to maintain a long term macro economic

stability in which private enterprise economy can thrive.

The goals of government macro-economic policies are external

balance, internal balance, price stability and efficient

resource allocation.

External Balance: to achieve external balance, the

r-nwprnment attempts to strike a balance between the demand

fnr" foreicm exchange (for current and capital accounts

transactions and building up foreign exchange reserves) and

-uppIv "f foreign exchange (from export earnings, long term

Capital inflows, short term overseas borrowing and drawing

down i-serves). This has been achieved by controlling

expenditure on imports and building up reserves in a period

nf exp-rt boom and gradually drawing down reserves to cover

import expenditure when it can no longer be sustained by

mflr.w of external resources. By taking a long term view of

this balance, short term balance of payment crises and

rnr|teq,JPnt constraint on growth of GDP have been avoided.

Tho ,U,,OS5 of this exercise in the long term is manifested

in th» ^cumulation of large for=i0n exchange reserves which

Stood at P8.4 billion (US$3.3 bill.) at the end of 1992.

internal Balance: The achievement of internal balance

involves striking a balance between demand for resource* m

the economy and their availability at stable Prices. This

avoids too low an internal demand, leading to excess

Productive capacity with consequent loss to the economy and
too high a demand, also resulting in bottlenecks and creating

inefficiency and inflation. Avoidance of the latter is
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off of mitral revenues which have been the bulwark of
government revenue, the government may be forced to resort to

the imposition of higher taxes on other sector, ot he
aconomy. TMs could affect growth adversely and reauce the

ion- tPrm revenue earning potential of the economy. Thus
the- is need to strike the correct balance in resource

allocation between the private and public sectors, __me

principal mechanism which the government has used to etr.c,

Lh balance in resource allocation is the development
expenditure ceilings in the national development plans.

Liberal Foreign Exchange control Regime: The government has

maintained a literal foreign exchange control regime since

1,76 when Botswana introduced her own currency, the Pula in

thi« regime, minimal exchange control has been applied to
,ur"r=n' account transactions whereas the exchange control
that'has been imposed on capital transactions has only been
P,8.Sary to avoid destabilizing or speculative movement,

whllp allowing for repatriation of profits. This has been
made possible by the foreign exchange reserves accumula ed
ovpr the vears. The government intends to maintain thi,

ro"lffe undPr NDP7 since it sees it "as an essential
imrEdient in fostering healthy private sector investment and

growth" (NDP7 Macro outline pg.25).

slncB the beginning of the 80's the government has ^reduced
a number of incentive schemes to encourage private >t,t,r

investment, both domestic and foreign.
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They include the following:

(a). The Financial Assistance Policy: introduced in May

19 82, the FAP is the most comprehensive incentive

scheme in place so far.

Its objectives are to:

* address the unemployment problem by creating

sustainable employment for unskilled labour;

* diversify the economy away from the mining and cattle

industries into other sectors of the economy by

promoting import substituting and export - oriented

industries

and

* providing skills to citizen workers through training.

The scheme covers three categories of enterprises.

* small scale projects with a fixed capital investment of

less than P25,ooo and restricted to citizen only and

assistance takes the form of grants;

* medium sccale projects with fixed capital investment

between F25,OO1 and P90,000 and

* large scale projects with fixed capital investment

exceeding P9Q,aoo;

The last two are open to both citizens and non citizens alike

and assistance to them come in two forms.



hv C!*qp Finanr^1 Assiqf*nrp (CFA);

Here assistance is in the form of grants which are part of

taxable income. Eligible firms must show an economic rate of

return of no less than 6% per annum. Assistance is provided

in the form of initial capital grant, unskilled labour grant,

sales augmentation grant and training grant covering the

first five years of operation as follows:

initial Capital Grant: A grant of F1000 per job created is

paid to non citizen and joint venture companies and P1500 per

job created to wholly citizen owned companies. This grant,

based on projections submitted by the company to the FAF

Committee., is paid before the project starts operation and is

supposed to supplement borrowed and equity capital supplied

by the owners of the company. The grant takes the form of a

bank account from which the company may draw to purchase part

of its fixed equipment rather than in the form of cash.

unskilled Labour Grant: This takes the form of an 80%, 50%,

40% and 20% reimbursements of unskilled labour wage bill in

the first two, third, fourth and fifth years of operation

respectively. The grant is supposed to compensate companies

for the low productivity of unskilled labour in the

expectation that by the end of the fifth year productivity

will have increased sufficiently to render the grant

unnecessary and make the company sufficiently competitive

vis-a-vis its foreign counterparts.

sales Augmentation Grant: This grant takes the form of 8%of

sales revenue in the first two years and 6%, 4% and 2% of

sales revenue in subsequent years till the end of the fifth

year at which time it expires. The idea here is, in part, to

compensate companies for high cost of utilities, land,
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construction and transportation in Botswana and in part as j

compensation for exporters for the high cost of inland j

transportation to RSA and for the high wharfage charges j

assessed.

Tramng Grant: A reimbursement of 50S of training costs

during the first 5 years provided training is offered by an

institution recognized, by the Ministry of Education, The

upper limit of the cost per trainee per year is set at P2S00.

i-rtanna {fietil

This form of grant is in the form of reimbursements and cover

tax holiday and training.

Tax Holiday: The level of tax holiday is geared to location

to promote industrial dispersion; for companies in urban and

peri-urban locations, tax reimbursement of 100% for years 1

and 2 and 75%, 50% and 25% in the 3rd, 4th and 5th years is

granted. For companies in remoter parts of the country, 100%

tax reimbursement for years 1, 2 and 3, 75% and 50% tax

reimbursements for years 4 and 5.

Training Grants: under this package, companies are offered

training and.unskilled labour grants similar to those enjoyed

under cfa.

OF FAP:

Provisions in the FAP package have been severely criticised

in a recent paper on Botswana's industrial policy by the

world Bank (Botswana: opportunities for industrial

Development June 1992). with regard to small scale

industries, it is pointed out that although a 1988 study of



747 -mall scale FAP projects approved between 1932 and 1988

hints of a probable 50% rate of failure, one could live with

this as a commendable achievemQnt "among entrepreneurs with

little or no prior business experience and. a work force with

minimal wage -earning experience" (pg. 138).

under the cfa pacakage only the training grant is considered

to have anv merit, given the acute shortage of skilled

workers. The report dismisses recent suggestions that the

training grant be increased to cover 100% of off-the-job

training costs and extended to on-the-job training as well,

on the grounds that:

i it is only when companies are encouraged to bear an

mrreasing proportion of off-the-job training costs

that training would be limited to cost effective ones

and

il. inclusion of on-the-job training' would open room for

dubious claims.

The capital grant is critized on the grounds that it holds a
grBat potential for abuse, fraud and misrepresentation which

could occur through overinvoicing of capital equipment (since

prospective suppliers are located outside Botswana) or

shipment of lesser value of machinery than that indicated on

tne invoice.

With regard to the unskilled labour grant, the presumption

that labour productivity would become competitive within

5 years of operation of the company is questioned on the
ba*is of experience in the manufacturing sector elsewhere.

This is particularly so in Botswana where labour productivity



in the clothing industry is believed to be 1/4 of that in

South-EAst Asia and less than H of that in rsa and Zimbabwe,

in the case of the sales augmentation grant, it is argued

that except perhaps the cost of land, the disadvantages that

the incentive is supposed to compensate for, are likely to

persist after the & year period, making the effectiveness of

the incentive rather limited. For example construction costs

are reflected in higher rentals on industrial buildings far

beyond the expiry period of the incentive,

in place of the tax holiday, the report recommends a low, say

15%, corporate tax indefinitely since a reversion to the

current 40% corporate tan after the first five years is

likPly to render companies uncompetitive vis-a-vis their

counterparts in, say, Mauritius who enjoy 15% corporate tax.

Thp tax holiday arrangement carries the risk of companies

migrating elsewhere after the 5 years when they can no longer

hold on their own in the competition for markets, and this.,

of course, is much easier for labour intensive industries.

Finally the report questions the entire bias of FAP towards

labour intensive industries on the grounds that the

exppripnce of many manufacturers suggest that the

productivity threshold that needs to be crossed within five

yoar^ to render companies competitive is unrealistic; thus oy

offering such a battery of subsidies to companies the faf nay

be locking them into activities in which Botswana has

inherent comparative disadvantage.

(b)spiPMphikulQ Retti*maJD£tt£l3Bfl^

The SGlebi-Phikwe Regional Development Programme (SPRDP) wa

initiated in 1933 to induce investors to invest in the



salPbi-Phikwe Township in order to reduce dependence on the
ailing copper-nickel mining enterprise by diversifying into

other productive activities. The programme was further
enhanced in 1989 by the introduction of a special incentive

package which in addition to the fap component otfsrs;

*.-., r* 1Kv fnr the first 2Q years
* a nominal corporate tax oi ic« tor me

of the project life:

* an exemption fro* withholding tax on dividends paid

for the first 10 years of the project;

To qualify for the package, investors were required to:

* locate in the selebi-Phikwe area:

* export 100% of their output outside the SADC and SAOU

regions;

* Pmploy no less than 400 Botswana during the first two

years of project life and maintain employment at or

above that figure thereafter and

* i-h* Porject must be promoted by an established

international company in existence for at least 10

year3, investing at least 25% of the project combined

fixed and permanent working capital as equity.

Anecdotal evidence seems to suggest that the SRPDP has
succeeded in attracting foreign investment into the region

an he question arises as to why the "orgamsationa

tu s of SPRDP that have enabled it to succeed cannot
as a model for national investment promotion strawy

(Morld Bank; opportunities for industrial Dev.lopment in

Botswana,)
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c. y.prai proforpncg Scheme;

The local preference scheme provides incentives for Botswana

manufacturers who sell to the government, local authorities

and parastatals and the incentive is in the form of a price

advantage over goods of foreign origin. The condition for

eligibility for the price advantage is that products should

have at least 40% local content, the objective of the scheme

is to promote locally manufactured goods. In the short run,

the scheme operates more or less as tariff protection of

infant industries.

Since no time limit is set as to how long local manufacturers

can enjoy this incentive, in the ong run it may insulate

domestic producers from foreign competition and make them

less efficient as a result.

d. TflTHff Protection:

under the Southern African Customs union Agreement csacua)

Botswana may levy additional duties on imported goods to

enable new industries cope with competition from other

producers in the common custom Area provided that such duties

are levied equally on goods produced in other countries from

outside the custom* Area, either directly or indirectly.

Protection may initially be granted for four years extendable

for a further four years but may not exceed a maximum of

eight years. Under the terms of SACUA investors may only

benefit.from one of the three major incentive schemes, fap,

LPS or Tariff Protection.

ce). Fxriiisivp Mcence:

in a situation where market demand is limited, resulting in a
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marginal investment projection, an investor may apply for an

exclusive license for a specific area. The licence is

granted for four eyars and may be extended for another four

years.

4.

issue
s concerning the regulatory framework relate to:

* procurement by foreigners of valid work and resident

permits as required by the Non Citizens Act.;

* regulations on commercial and industrial licensing

through the licensing Boards in the MCI;

* regulations for land acquisition for commercial and

industrial purposes through the Land Boards;

and

* restrictions on employment under the Employment Act.

prior to 1990 there had been considerable concern about

regulatory restraint on industrial development. However.,

these issues were addressed by the Presidential commission on

the Revised National policy on incomes, Employment, Prices

and Profits (March 1??Q) and extensive recommendations were

made' which were accepted by Government. For example with
regard to procurement of resident and work permits, some

streamlining procedures were adopted; also changes were made

to ensure that licensing procedures are faster and more

certain. Again the Employment Act is currectly being

redrafted for review by the Regulations Review committee.

The main problem with tho regulatory framework lies with

boreaucratic delays in their implementation.
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conclusion: In comparison with the other 5ADC countries,

Botswana's investment policy seems to have paid off in terms

of attracting a high % of total direct private foreign

investment into the country, For example between 1985 and

1 991 of the total f 1 ow of dlrect private foreign invsstmerit

of $630 million into the SADC region Botswana alone attracted

52%. Whether this trend will continue in the future, will

depend crucially on the extent to which the export oriented

i ndus tries are a'o 1 e to wi thstand the compst i t ion posed by

other industries in the entire Southern African Region

including the Republic of South Africa, The competition is

surely certain to become intensive if the political climate

in RSA changes for the better.
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